
Backpack strap mount kit Telesin with 360° J-hook for sports Ref: 6972860173542
Backpack strap mount kit Telesin with 360° J-hook for sports cameras (GP-BPM-005)

Telesin backpack strap mount kit with 360° J-hook mount for sports cameras (GP-BPM-005)
Gain a new perspective and create even more interesting shots. The swivel dual J-hook mount is compatible with most sports cameras
and accessories on the market, allowing you to record original footage while riding your motorcycle, for example. It's made of durable
materials that give it a long life and resistance to damage. It is also extremely easy to install.
 
Get the perspective of your dreams
Shoot from the exact perspective you want. The mount swivels 360° and its tilt angle is 90° adjustable. This gives you almost unlimited
freedom. Position your camera just the way you want it and take an original shot completely in line with your vision.
 
Solid performance
Made  of  durable  aluminum  alloy,  the  connecting  rods  give  it  incredible  durability.  The  product  is  resistant  to  damage  and  wear,  yet
extremely stable. Long life and excellent workmanship mean that this practical accessory can serve you fantastically for many years.
 
Wide compatibility
The  mount  is  compatible  with  most  popular  sports  camera  models  on  the  market.  You  can  successfully  mount  your  GoPro  9  series,
Insta360 or DJI  Osmo Action on it.  No matter what equipment you use - you too can gain the ability to record from a new, interesting
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perspective!
 
In the box
x1 Backpack strap mount
x1 360° J-hook mount
x1 Mounting screw
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-BPM-005
Weight
24.7g
Dimensions
79.3x33x46.5mm
Compatibility
Most models of sports cameras

Preço:

€ 13.00
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